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Following is a speech by Sir Archibald Sinclair,
Secretary of State for Air, to be made at Swansea at

6.15 p.m., tonight,

This is the first time since the war started that I have had the privilege of

addressing a Welsh audience* I am particularly proud to come to Swansea*

The people of Swansea have stood in the front line of battle, and have not

flinched* Their sons - aye, and their daughters, too, - have gone out to serve

in the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force* Those whose important war work
has kept them at home have not spared themselves*

I am not going to help the enemy by specifying tonight the important work

which is being done in this city end the surrounding district for the discomfiture

of Mr. Hitler* I will only say this - that it has been fine work, unfalteringly
and faithfully performed, and on behalf of His Majesty's Government, I thank you

for it.

I am not here to give you soothing assurances that all is well, and that the

war is as good as won, I am here to talk frankly to you.

At the outset of the war, I told the House of Commons that the enterprise in

which we were about to engage was tremendous and hazardous* Our preparations for

the struggle against the armed might of Nazi power had been inadequate* In the

air, our Metropolitan Air Force vis outnumbered by the German Air Force by four to

one. At sea, our small craft were all too few to cope with the submarine menace.

On land, we had fewer divisions to send to France than we had in 1914* For our

tanks we had not two-pounder or six-pounder guns, but nothing heavier than machine

guns. That is why I called the war a hazardous enterprise, but it was one to which

the only alternative was submission to the Nazis - so we took up arms knowing the

dangers but determined to fight through to victory.

If our position was dangerous at the outbreak of war, it soon got a great deal

worse, Poland, Norway, Holland and Belgium were over-run, and France collapsed.

In tho war of 1914/18, the menace of a German advance to the Channel ports was

constantly hanging over us, but it never happened. In this war, since the summer of

1940, Germany has been in occupation of the whole Western sea-board of Europe from

the North Cape to the Spanish frontier. All -along this coast she has

submarine bases, -while we have been deprived of the use of the Irish ports* The

dreaded German bombers swarmed on to airfields within a short flight of our cities#

For a year, Britain stood alone against the whole might of the Axis powers,

although we always enjoyed the comradeship in battle of gallant men from the

countries which Germany had over-run, and who refused to accept defeat* Now we have

two brave and powerful Allies - Russia and the United States of America#

Nevertheless, as compared with the last war, France - with her great armies, nor

fleets in the Atlantic and the Mediterranean, and her air force - is not with us

and, while Turkey is a loyal and friendly neutral instead, of being against us,

Italy and Japan, who were then on our side, are now in the Axis Camp.
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For 20
years, ruthless and able men in Germany have been preparing for this

war. For 10
years, the whole resources of Germany, Italy and Japan have been

steadily organised for it. In Abyssinia, and by a series of ruthless measures of

power politics in Europe, culminating in the dismemberment of Czecho-Slovakia,
the Axis obtained invaluable strategic positions and military resources, We, on

the other hand, are only now just swinging into our stride, Russia had been more

far-sighted, and was better prepared. Her armed strength and the courage of

her people have stirred the wonder and admiration of the world. The might of America

is growing a pace.
So the Nazis, at the summit of their power on land and at sea,

and with their air fleets so far only slightly weakened, are seeking to force a

decision before the Democracies can develop their full strength.

Despite the tremendous battles on the Russian front,

despite the blows and bloody losses that our Russian allies have succeeded in

inflicting on them, the German armies remain the most formidable military power

that the world has ever seen. They are slowly but inexorably pressing back the

heroic armies of Russia, Already enormous areas of wheat-growing country have been

occupied. Great centres of production and vital points on the transport system

of Russia have been seized by the Germans, and others are now threatened; already
the German tide is lapping against the foothills of the Caucasus*

The Japanese have suffered heavily in. recent months at the hands of the

British, Australian and U.S. Naval and Air Forces, but they have seized an Empire

rich in resources and they are still very strong* Above all they, together with

their German allies, are looking forward to an opportunity of joining hands

in the Indian Ocean and so completing the encirclement of the vast Russian Republics

and of nullifying the sea blockade by exchanges overland.

At the same time, these Germans - whose springs of martial vigour are so deep

and fruitful - are waging, together with their Japanese allies, a tremendous U-boat

campaign against the shipping of the United Nations, It is so much easier for the

Axis to attack the big targets which our shipping offers than it is for our Navy

and Air Force to defend the far-flung sea routes. They can choose the time and

place on which to direct the next assault, while we must be ever prepared to meet

the marauding U-boats wherever in the seven seas they may choose to concentrate.

This country faced a tremendous crisis in that terrible spring of 1918, "when

the Germans were advancing towards the Channel and threatening to separate the French

and British -armies. We faced a tremendous crisis in the dark and sombre days that

followed the evacuation from Dunkirk, he are now facing another crisis in our destiny*

Every day counts* Not one must be wasted. The thoughts and energies of every

one of us must be concentrated on the tasks of war. Victory demands the last ounce

of effort and sacrifice of every, citizen of this country. You who have ears to

hear, listen to the cry of the oppressed. To man and women tortured and degraded

in concentration camps; to families of Jews, Poles and Czechs torn asunder and

deported to distant lands. Remember the hostages, held in prison this very afternoon, -
Frenchmen, Belgians, Dutchmen, Poles Czechs knowing that any day they may be led

out to execution for acts which nobody even alleges that they have committed, It

can
't happen here", you say? It would have happened here, just as much as in France

or Belgium, but for the victory of the R.A.F. in the Battle of Britain,

In Russia the invader spreads fire and devastation. Hundreds of men, women

and children are being slaughtered in cold blood to terrorise the others. Tens

of thousands are driven into slavery, "How long?”, they cry, "How long?", We

must hasten to their deliverance.
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The Councils of the Government, the deliberations of the Service Chiefs -

and I feel sure your work in the factory end field - ere all dominated by the

sense of urgency. That is why, two months
ago, our Leader in this crusade,

Winston Churchill, flew thousands of miles across the ocean to talk to President

Roosevelt, Their talk meant action. Now American aircraft fly alongside ours.

American warships sail in company with ours, American tropps fight shoulder to

shoulder with ours.

Now that sane sense of urgency has impelled the Prime Minister to make

another flight - thousands of miles across the Continents - this time to talk

to Premier Stalin* These men made friends. That spirit of friendship and

understanding will spread through the Russian and British peoples, uniting then

in close comradeship in war and afterwards in peace. Those three men - Churchill,
Roosevelt and Stalin - are summoning us all to action at the crisis of the, war,

We shall not fail then.

Our soldiers, sailors and airmen showed the Germans what to expect when we

are ready, in their attack on the German Army entrenched behind its coastal def-

ences at Dieppe - defences which they have been building now for many long, months.

In the course of this brilliantly planned and successfully executed raid, in which

the lion’s share of the land fighting was taken by tough and highly-trained soldiers

from Canada, the Royal Air Force was involved in the heaviest air actions that any

front has yet seen in this war. In connection with this action alone, well over

3,000 sorties were flown in the course of 24 hours hi close support of our

military and naval forces. Our bombers and fighters thrust fiercely in to the attack

affording continuous and effective air cover to our attacking forces, bombing and

ground-straffing pill boxes, gun emplacements and fortified posts. Three thousand

sorties in the course of 24 hours, all within a comparatively small area, is a

staggering feat of organisation on the part of A.V.M. Leigh-Mallory and his staff.

No reference to the raid on Dieppe could be complete without a mention of the

part played by the U.S. Army Air Corps who, in their rand on Abbeville aerodrome,
gave the Germans a shrewd foretaste of the precision and. weight of their bombing.
The close and continuous co-operation of the Allied Air Forces with the Naval and

Military forces engaged is a happy omen for the greater operations that lie ahead.

In this Battle, the squadrons of Army Co-operation Command had their first

opportunity of proving how effective is, and will be, the support that they will

give on an increasing scale to our ground forces. They came in hard and low against
intense opposition from guns of all calibre, and their losses were not few. In the

air fighting alone, in the fighter combats and the tremendous engagements which

were fought high above our attacking troops, our fighter squadrons succeeded in

shooting down, more enemy aircraft than they lost themselves. This is a proud
achievement. Of the 93 enemy aircraft destroyed, 48 were Focke-Wulfe 190s, and

29 were. Dornier 217s. These are the enemy’s two latest and most formidable types of

fighters and bombers. For the enemy has devoted the first supplies of his newest

fighters almost exclusively to Northern France, and he has retained on the We stern

Front the flower of his fighter pilots.

This was the biggest air battle of the war. Never even in the.Battle of Britain

were so many aircraft engaged at once. In these days the Luftwaffe, heavily though

they outnumbered our fighter forces, lost up to five aircraft for every one of ours

that they shot" down. In the air fighting, as distinct from the shooting-up of

troops and gun positions on the ground, in this battle over Dieppe - with all the

disadvantages that fighting over the enemy’s territory involves for an attacking
force - our squadrons succeeded in shooting down more enemy aircraft than they lost

themselves. You can ask for no more splendid and convincing; proopf than that exploit
of the training, the organisation and the leadership of our fighter forces, and above

all of the gallatry and the- supreme skill of our fighter pilots.
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Last week. was memorable for the glorious achievements of the Royal Navy, in

which the Royal Air Force co-operated, in getting the convey through to Malta,

There is no finer story in this war than the defence of Malta, It is difficult

for us here to realise the terrible and sustained intensity of the attack which

Kesselring's squadrons brought to bear on that indomitable island in the spring of
this year. Hitler*s Generals knew full well Malta*s vital strategic significance

lying athwart Rommel*s lines of communication, and they made a desperate effort to

obliterate her gallant defenders. They used in the process, many a squadron of

bombers and fighters that they could ill spare from their then .impending campaign

in Russia, The result was very different from what they calculated, and from what,

indeed, anyone on a dispassionate review of the forces engaged might have expected.

In the month of April more bombs fell on Malta than fell in the whole of

Britain in any but one month of the German blits on this country. All machinery

and technical equipment had to be put underground. Even the steam rollers and

Bowsers had to have protective pens built round then, 20,000 houses, including,

three-quarters of the City of Valetta, have been destroyed, and 30 to 85% of other

towns. The lives of the people and their businesses have been completely dislocated,
and the casualties among men, women and children have been numerous# No war

industry or railway transport could have survived, but'luckily there was none in

Malta,

Three great themes dominate the epic story of Malta - the cool, proud courage

of the people, the grand work of the Army, and the brilliant defence by the-Royal
Air Force under the leadership of a heroic Welshman, Air Vice Marshal Sir Hugh

Lloyd, The glorious story of the Royal Air Force squadrons in Malta is well-known.

Less is known about the Army's part; they manned the anti-aircraft guns and

searchlights; they worked all hours, under constant bombing, on the aerodromes,

I have seen Air Vice Marshal Lloyd, He said to me, "but for the Army we should

have been out of business. The aerodromes were in such a frightful state that the

rollers had to be used continuously for 24 hours on end,"

We were dependent on the Army," ho said, "the Army was magnificent,"'

Few Operations, gallantly conducted and hard fought, can have brought such

satisfaction to the sailors and airmen who fought them as this terrific Battle of

the Convoy by which the Royal Navy, with the assistance of Malta's am R.A.F.

squadrons, brought food and weapons to the island- fortress.

Nor have the Army and the Royal Air Force worked less closely together in the

Western Desert than they have in Malta, During the land battles which have raged

there, the tasks of the R.A.F. have been first, to obtain air superiority over the

battlefield; secondly, to attack the enemy's ground forces and supply columns; and

thirdly, to give protection to our own troops against the enemy's air attack. Air

superiority was quickly seized, and German and Italian ground forces and supply
columns have been unrelentingly attacked,

During three days’ operations in the El Adem area, it. was reported that more

than four separate supply columns had been brought to a standstill by. air attack

alone, and the General Officer Commanding in the Western Desert sent a special

message of thanks to the squadrons. Nor were our squadrons less successful in

protecting air troops from the notorious German dive-bombers; they inflicted

crippling casualties on the dive-bombers, and the Royal Air Force method of attacking

troops and supply columns by dropping bombs from fighters proved much, more effective

than the German method of dive-bombing• "Never before", said The Times

correspondent,’ "in this part of the world has the enemy taken such a pitiless,
ceaseless and devastating beating from the air,"

At the same time our squadrons had to co-operate not only with the Amy but also

with the Navy in maintaining the sea lines of communication, and one particular day
afforded a remarkable example of the effectiveness of the co-operation of the R.A.F.
with both its Sister Services and of the flexibility which is the great advantage

an Air Force possesses in operations over land and sea.

It was one of the days when our troops, were retiring from the Gazala position
to Tobruk, Those troops were not moving dispersed across the desert - they were

marching along the coast road to Tobruk for nearly three days; the road was packed
solid with troops. The enemy's fighters and dive-bombers were but a short flight

away; yet those troops suffered only six casualties in those three days from air

attack, /On
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On one of those days when the R.A.F. was protecting this retirement to

Tobruk, our squadrons were simultaneously supporting the troops in the El Adem

battle; at the same time, one of our convoys at sea was attacked by some 40

German bombers and dive-bombers escorted by 20 Messerschmitts. The Commander

of our squadrons in the Western Desert, Air Vice Marshal Coningham, hastily

scrambled three fighter squadrons whichforced the Stukas to jettison their

bombs, destroyed and damaged a number of the enemy aircraft and drove the rest

away from the ships. There is a fine example, of the, closeness and effectiveness

of the co-operation between all three Services as well as of the flexibility
of air power* Well may we exclaim with the gallant Fighting Frenchmen'

beleaguered in Bir Hacheim, "Merci pour le R.A.F." and for their brilliant

commander, Air Chief Marshal Tedder,

The Amy, the Navy and the Royal Air Force in the Mediterranean theatre

are working together in the true spirit of brotherhood in arms. None of us

hero - politicians, journalists or other citizens - should fall below this level.

From the top to the bottom of all three classes we must work closely together
as members, one of another for the destruction of the Nazi power and for that

victory widen will bring us peace.

Here at home, Army Co-Operation Command of the Royal Air Force is preparing
to give to our Army when it returns to the Continent - as return it will - the

same close co-operation as the has given to the Army in Africa, Numerous

squadrons in other Commands, too, are being practised ,in close co-operation with

the Army, Nor are the squadrons of Army Co-operation -Command confined to

training; they are playing their part in operations, and In reconnaissance work

over France and the Low Countries, and, as I have described, they took an

important and effective share in the Dieppe raid.

At sea, the skill and strenuous exertions of the Royal Navy and the Merchant

Marine are, bringing us, in the teeth of the Axis-submarine campaign, the food

without which we should perish, and the arms and war material without which our

effort in the war would collapse. The strain upon the Royal Navy, bereft of

the support, of the powerful French Fleets, is even greater than it was in the

last war. The Japanese Fleet, too, Is against, us, instead of being on our side

as it then was. It must even be reckoned as some disadvantage that the Italian

fleet is not on our side, but against us!

The R.A.F., as its resources in aircraft increase, in the fullest accord

with the Royal Navy is assuming an ever larger share of the responsibility of

keeping open our sea routes. Fighter Command and Bomber Command are each playing
an important part in the work of protecting convoys and attacking submarines.

But the main work of co-operation with the Royal Navy falls upon Coastal Command,

The strength of Coastal Command has been steadily growing, just as our

methods of hunting and of attacking U-boats are steadily improving. The amount

of work done by Air Chief Marshal Joubert's Command in direct and indirect

protection of our shipping, is immense. Already aircraft of this Command have

flown, more than 50 million operational miles since the beginning of the war;

one veteran squadron has itself completed 3 million miles. In every possible

way - escorting and sheltering convoys, attacking U-boats on their way to and

from their marauding expeditions, reconnoitring, for the movements of enemy

vessels, searching for survivors of the U-boats' victims - the aircraft of

Coastal Command are throwing their full weight into the Battle of the Atlantic.

You will, moreover, have observed the frequency with which naval targets

are attacked by Bomber Command in the course of its offensive against Germany.

Well ever half of Bomber Command's efforts are andhave long been directed

against naval objectives, Of the remaining half directed against transport and

war industry generally, a proportion of the results must have their indirect

effect upon the naval war, by destroying factories which are making engines,

components, munitions or equipment for submarines and other naval craft.
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It was Bomber Command which kept the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau cooped
up in Brest for nearly a year, and then damaged then so badly on their

return to Germany that neither of them has yet been able to. fight at sea*

For more than a year and a half, Bomber Command lias kept those two ■ swift

and powerful warships separate from the rest of the German Fleet, and has

thus prevented the German. Fleet from acting as an; entity*

Lubeck, Rostock, Emden, Wilhemshaven, Augsburg, Kiel and Cologne are

all important sources of Germany’s submarine power; the destruction and

disorganisation which Bomber Command has created in these towns will have
its effect in the months to come on the output of German submarines. It

takes a long time for us to get exact information about the effects of our

raids in Germany, and in German-occupied territories, but I do know of one

attack on a submarine base in recant months in which not only many scores

of men working on the submarines were killed, but three submarines on the

slips were destroyed.

When you read one morning that Bomber Command has- not been bombing some

German city the previous night, but dropping mines: in the sea. instead, do

not regard that as unimportant; it is a dangerous and difficult job. It
requires immense skill in navigation; it is levying an important toll on

enemy shipping; and it is taking its toll, too, of the enemy submarines.

The destruction which Bomber Command has wrought in Germany raid in

German-occupied territory during recent months has been terrible* The

result of the destruction of the Renault and Matford factories, for example,
was equivalent to depriving the enemy cf the armoured vehicles and transport

which would; be required to equip five Armoured Divisions, Let no one be so

wilful as to blind himself to the effectiveness of this form of attack which,
at a cost of 25 gallant lives, can destroy the equipment of five Armoured

Divisions'. Bomber Command has destroyed between a quarter and a. third of the

whole of Cologne - the third city in Germany,

More than 250 factories, including the great Nippes Railway Workships,

were destroyed or heavily damaged, hone days after-the attack on Cologne, the

city was still cut off from telephonic and telegraphic communication with the

rest of Germany, No mail was allowed to leave Cologne for two full weeks after

the raid, and oven then every letter had to be censored.

A Cologne firm engaged in the manufacture of textiles sent'a heartfelt

appeal to other German firms which contains these illuminating statements

"The Head Office of our firm in Cologne was completely destroyed; the building, as

well as all the stocks of goods, was destroyed, so that in this locality there

is nothing left, Owing to the great need it is absolutely necessary to bring

goods to this district as soon as possible. Several tens of thousands of people

have lost all their worldly possessions, therefore quick relief is the need

of the hour. Our business relations, extending over.many years, permit us

to beg you to consider what assistance you can give us immediately. In cur

present position and the circumstances of the moment, it is a matter of indifference

to us what goods you are able to supply. The main thing is to be able to get goods

of any description to us as quickly as possible in our distressed area,
n

Here again we had to pay the price; it cost us 257 killed, and missing out

of the gallant aircrews. Yet no army could at such a price in casualties and

in one night destroy so much of its enemy*s war strength. The effect of Bomber

Command*s mighty raids are well exemplified in this extract from the diary of a

German soldier killed far from home on one of Hitler*s many battle-fronts: "The last

mail made an overwhelming impression, On everybody’s lips are the words ’Cologne mad

Essen*, Relatives wrote terrible things. Max was informed that ’life had come off

the rails and people simply could not recover after this• dreadful disaster,*”

I do not ask you to gloat over the sufferings of the German people, hut I say to

you that they willed it; they aided and abetted Hitler -and his brutal Nazi gang, and

to' then I would say, as they gaze upon their shattered hones, "Remember Warsaw,

Rotterdam and remember Coventry London and Swansea; and thank your

Fuehrer."
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We intend to press home our attacks on Germany ruthlessly. It has taken and

it is taking a long time to build up the strength of Bomber Command, but the harvest

which we have sown through all the months of patient end strenuous work is at last

beginning to ripen. Throughout all those months we have never wavered in our aim.

There was last winter a lot of talk in the newspapers about tho necessity for

revising the plans for the bomber offensive; but we paid no heed to it and went

straight ahead*. They said that no were wrong to build so many heavy bombers; now

everyone is rightly clamouring for more heavy bombers for quite a variety of

purposes#.

There is more than one urgent strategic requirement to be considered in deciding
the employment of our heavy -bombers

,
but we must not take our eye off tho ball of

pounding German war industiy and transport* They told us that we should never be

able to continue to bomb Germany during tho short nights of the summer; but it was

in the shortest month of the year that we launched two attacks on German

cities*

They told us that tho German defences would be so strong that we should incur a

prohibitive rate of casualties in our attacks on Germany* Tho Gorman defences are

indeed strong; the number of guns and searchlights. defending German cities is

incomparably greater than the number which we can dispose in this country; they can

keep all their guns and searchlights either with their armies or round their cities,
but we have to spread ours all over tho globe, from New Zealand to Iceland* But

the wonderful courage, skill and determination of our air-crew's, the tactical

resource and ingenuity of our commands and staffs under the Commander-in-Chief,
Bomber Command - Air Marshal Harris. their close co-operation with the scientists

and with tho designers and firms in the aircraft industry, have enabled Bomber

Command to overcome the German defences and to press home their attacks with

devastating success.

You must not expect 4-figure raids to be a frequent occurence# A raid

is not a normal operation; it is, as tho Prime Minister described it in his message

on the first occasion to Bomber Command, "a feat of organisation" * But the strength
of Bomber Command will grow and the workers In the factories will send us a swelling

flow of bomber aircraft during the coming months; tho Americans arc coming - nay,

they are here already!

In a few months* time the 4-figure raid will be a loss' infrequent occurrence*

Meanwhile, remember this - that our heavy bombers are the best and most capacious

in the whole world, and already in a normal raid like that on Osnabruck the other

night, when the size of the attacking force was such as we could send on any

suitable night to Germany, they dropped a heavier load of bombs than the Germans

dropped in any single night* of their blitz on this country*

A year ago I likened the Bomber offensive to a slow siege of German war industry
and transport* The siege lines re extending; more and more of German industry is

Being encircled, more and more German cities will feel the weight of Bomber Command's

attacks* It will take time. But disorganisation and dislocation will steadily

spread through German, industry and transport# The zest of the German people for

war has already begun to fail. Bomber Command is preparing the way, and the time

will assuredly come when the armies of the United nations will march along it to

end the war where the war in Europe will bo ended - and that is, in Berlin.

Meanwhile the brutal Nazi power is still unbroken* When the weather breaks

in Russia the Germans my bring their bombers back here* Prepare for. them# Bring

your famous fire-fighting and Civil Defence services up to concert pitch# Honour

tho brave men and women, who work in them. You will need them - but you will stand

as firmly next wantor as you stood two years ago# You will not let the German Air

Force distract you from our main task in themonths to come. That task is to gather
all the strength of the United Nations, by land, sea and air, and pass to the attack#

Thus only can we win decisive victory - and victory is the one indispensable
foundationif a lasting peace of Justice and freedom
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